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The expression of certain HLA class I alleles, including HLA-B*27 and HLA-B*57, is associated with better control of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection, but the mechanisms responsible are not fully understood. We sought evidence that pressure from the human restriction factor TRIM5α (hTRIM5α) could contribute to viral control. The hTRIM5α sensitivity of viruses from both HLA-B*57-positive (HLA-B*57+) and HLA-B*27+ patients who spontaneously controlled viral replication, but not viruses from viremic patients expressing these alleles, was significantly greater than that of viruses from patients not expressing these protective HLA-B alleles. Overall, a significant negative correlation between hTRIM5α sensitivity and viral load was observed. In HLA-B*57+ patients, the T242N mutation in the HLA-B*57-restricted TW10 CD8+ T lymphocyte (CTL) epitope was strongly associated with hTRIM5α sensitivity. In HLA-B*27+ controllers, hTRIM5α sensitivity was associated with a significant reduction in emergence of key CTL mutants. In several patients, viral evolution to avoid hTRIM5α sensitivity was observed but could be associated with reduced viral replicative capacity. Thus, in individuals expressing protective HLA-B alleles, the combined pressures exerted by CTL, hTRIM5α, and capsid structural constraints can prevent viral escape both by impeding the selection of necessary resistance/compensatory mutations and forcing the selection of escape mutations that increase hTRIM5α sensitivity or impair viral replicative capacity.

The immune response mediated by cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (CTL) plays an important role in controlling viremia during human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection (1–5), which in turn influences the rate of loss of CD4+ T cells and the progression to AIDS (6, 7). It is clear, however, that the effectiveness of the immune response can be quite variable in different individuals, resulting in a clinical spectrum that ranges from individuals who maintain high viral loads and have rapid disease progression to those that are able to spontaneously control viral load to low levels in the absence of antiretroviral therapy. The factors that determine the effectiveness of the CTL responses are beginning to be defined. The expression of certain HLA class I alleles, including HLA-B*57 and HLA-B*27, has been clearly shown to be associated with better control of HIV-1 infection, and these alleles are also overrepresented among patients who spontaneously control viral loads to low levels (8, 9). A number of explanations for this association have been proposed, including the ability of CTL from patients expressing these protective HLA alleles to target conserved viral proteins, such as the capsid protein (CA) (10–15), and induce the selection of viral CTL escape mutations in these structurally constrained proteins that carry a substantial fitness cost and are difficult to correct by the addition of compensatory mutations (16–23). Many other host and viral factors are potentially able to modify the efficacy of CD8+ T-cell responses. For example, both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells from different individuals can vary in their abilities to target viral antigens (12, 24–30) and to exercise effector functions (31–34). Similarly, differences in the replicative capacity of the transmitted virus (35, 36) and differences due to virus-specific sequence variation in epitopes targeted by CTL (17, 26) can modulate CD8 responses. Thus, the ability to control or not HIV-1 infection is likely to be multifactorial (35–37), and not all the factors involved may have been identified.

In this regard, we recently found that mutations in epitopes targeted by CTL could influence viral sensitivity to the human host restriction factor TRIM5α (hTRIM5α), suggesting that pressure from this restriction factor could also modulate the efficacy of CTL responses in some patients (38). TRIM5α interacts with the mature capsid lattice after its entry into target cells and directly promotes disassembly of the capsid structure, thereby preventing the completion of reverse transcription (39). In addition, the E3 ubiquitin ligase activity of TRIM5α is amplified following TRIM5α-capsid interactions, thereby stimulating a cascade of events that promote innate immune signaling and contribute directly to viral restriction by TRIM5α (40, 41). Restriction exerted by TRIM5α on retroviral replication varies according to the virus and to the host species (42). HIV-1 is strongly sensitive to restriction by Rhesus macaque TRIM5α (43), but viruses carrying CA sequences from laboratory-adapted HIV-1 strains and some clinical samples show only modest (less than 2-fold) sensitivity to hTRIM5α (44–48). However, we recently showed that viruses car-
rrying CA sequences from two different clinical isolates were 4- to 7-fold more sensitive to hTRIM5α than the laboratory-adapted NL4-3 strain, and this sensitivity was explained by the presence of mutations known to promote escape from CTL responses directed against CA epitopes presented by HLA-B*27 and/or HLA-B*57 (38, 44). In this regard, it is noteworthy that studies in simian models have shown that differences in TRIM5α activity of this magnitude against infecting viruses can influence both viral replication and disease progression (49–52). Taken together, these findings are consistent with the possibility that hTRIM5α activity could reduce viral replication in patients expressing protective HLA alleles. We also found, however, that the impact of CA mutations on hTRIM5α sensitivity was context dependent, because a given mutation could produce a hTRIM5α-sensitive phenotype in viruses from one patient but have little or no impact on this parameter when introduced into a different viral isolate (38). Thus, it remained unclear how frequently either CTL-induced mutations or other polymorphisms might modify HIV-1 hTRIM5α sensitivity, and the potential impact of pressure from hTRIM5α on viral replication and evolution in vivo was not investigated.

To address these questions, we developed a recombinant virus assay to evaluate the impact of HIV-1 sensitivity to hTRIM5α in patients that did or did not express protective HLA-B alleles and to assess the possibility that selective pressure exerted by this restriction factor could influence viral evolution. The hTRIM5α sensitivity of viruses from patients expressing either HLA-B*57 or HLA-B*27 alleles and who spontaneously controlled virus replication was significantly higher than that of viruses from viremic patients, and a significant negative correlation was observed between hTRIM5α sensitivity and viral load. The presence of the classical T242N escape mutation in the HLA-B*57-restricted TW10 CTL epitope was strongly associated with increased hTRIM5α sensitivity, but T242N was not the only mutation capable of causing increased hTRIM5α sensitivity. Evidence consistent with viral evolution to avoid hTRIM5α sensitivity was observed, including the selection of the G248A mutation in association with T242N and the selection of alternative rare resistance mutations in the TW10 epitope that were deleterious for viral replication. Our data support the hypothesis that pressure mediated by hTRIM5α can influence viral escape from CTL responses and contribute to the improved control of viral replication observed in patients expressing protective HLA-B alleles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subjects. Samples of plasma and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from HIV-1-infected patients were obtained from individuals participating in the ANRS CO21 CODEX cohort and from patients followed by the Service des Maladies Infectieuses et Tropicales, Hôpital Saint-Louis, Paris, France. In both cases, patients gave written informed consent and samples were used in accordance with protocols approved by the Comité de Protection des Personnes Ile-de-France VII and the Comité de Protection des Personnes Ile-de-France IV. Samples from 56 patients were evaluated. Clinical information is summarized in Table S1 in the supplemental material. Twenty-six samples were HLA-B*57 positive (HLA-B*57), 15 were HLA-B*27 positive, and 16 did not express either of these HLA-B alleles. One subject (57C4; see Table S1 in the supplemental material) expressed both HLA-B*57 and HLA-B*27 alleles. Among the HLA-B*57-positive patients, 13 were classified as “controllers” (viral load [VL] < 500 HIV-1 RNA copies/ml for at least 10 years in the absence of antiretroviral therapy) and 13 were classified as “viremic” (VL > 500 RNA copies/ml). Among the HLA-B*27-positive patients, 6 were controllers and 9 were viremic.

Cell culture. U373-X4 cells in which hTRIM5α activity had been inhibited by stable overexpression of untagged hTRIM5γ (U373-X4-TRIM5γ) and the corresponding control cell line that overexpresses β-galactosidase (U373-X4-LacZ) were established by transduction with pLenti6/V5-D-TOPO-based vectors using previously described techniques (38, 44). These cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin G, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (complete medium) in the presence of 8 μg/ml blastocidin. The 293T cell line was maintained in complete medium.

Isolation of viral RNA and PCR. All samples of plasma were stored at −80°C until use. For samples from patients with a VL of >500 RNA copies/ml, RNA was extracted from 140 μl of plasma using NucleoSpin RNA virus kits (Macherey-Nagel, Hoerd, Germany). For samples from patients with a VL of <500 RNA copies/ml, 2 to 5 ml of plasma was ultracentrifuged (160,000 × g for 30 min; 4°C) and RNA was isolated from the pellet using QIAamp viral RNA minikits (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Isolated viral RNA was immediately reverse transcribed and amplified. The RNA was used to amplify a viral sequence that spans the region coding CA and containing ~100 bp upstream and downstream of this region. Two to four (VL > 500 copies/ml) or six (VL < 500 copies/ml) independent reverse transcription (RT)-PCRs were performed for samples from each patient using the SuperScript III one-step RT-PCR with the Platinum Taq High Fidelity system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 10 μM (each) primers: 5'-AAGGATGGAAGCAGACAAAGGAAGGG (forward) and 5'-TGTCCTCCCTTTCCACATTTCCAACA (reverse). RT-PCR parameters were (i) DNA synthesis for 30 min at 50°C, (ii) denaturation for 2 min at 90°C, (iii) 40 amplification cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 57°C for 30 s, 68°C for 70 s, and (iv) final extension for 10 min at 68°C. A nested PCR was then performed on the RT-PCR products obtained using the AccuPrime Pfx SuperMix kit (Invitrogen) and 10 μM (each) primers: 5'-AGATGTTAAA AGACACAAAGGAAGCTTAGA (forward) and 5'-CCCTCCCTTTGCCCAAATTTGAACAYTTAAA (reverse). PCR parameters were 1 cycle at 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles at 95°C for 15 s, 57°C for 30 s, 68°C for 70 s, and 1 cycle at 68°C for 10 min. Finally, amplification products were purified using NucleoSpin Extract II kits (Macherey-Nagel). All cDNAs were sequenced bidirectionally by the dideoxynucleotide method. Phylogenetic analysis confirmed that sequences from the patients were distinct from each other and from laboratory-adapted strains used in the laboratory (data not shown). For genotype/phenotype analysis and for constructing proviral plasmids expressing patient-derived sequences, the consensus sequence was used (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).

Production of recombinant viruses. The pNL3-3ΔΔA vector pNL-Sbfl-MscI, in which unique restriction sites were introduced in the N-terminal (Sbfl) and C-terminal (MscI) sequences of CA, has been previously described (38). The CA sequence was removed from this plasmid by digestion with Sbfl and MscI, and the linearized plasmid was ligated to a linker that was created by heating (95°C, 5 min) a mixture containing 0.5 μg each of oligonucleotides Linker-F (5’-GACGGTGTAAGGGGGGA CCTGGA) and Linker-R (5’-CCAGGTTCCCCACATCAGGTCTGCA) in 20 μl of 1× oligonucleotide hybridization buffer (Invitrogen) and cooling to room temperature. The resulting circularized plasmid, pNL3-3ΔΔA-Δenv-lucR-RVA, which contains a unique MluI restriction site within the linker, was used to prepare a large stock of vector (Qiagen plasmid maxi kit), which was subsequently linearized by digestion with MluI.

To produce recombinant viruses carrying CA sequences from clinical isolates, 293T cells were grown in 6-well plates in 1 ml complete medium, and cultures at 70% confluence were transfected using the calcium phosphate method (33) with 125 μl of a suspension containing coexpressed pNL3-3ΔΔA-Δenv-lucR-RVA vector (0.5 ng), cDNA obtained by amplification of the CA sequence from viral RNA (60 ng), and a vector permitting expression of the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) G protein.
(pCMV-G; 25 pg). Twenty-four hours after transfection, the medium was changed, and 48 h after transfection, supernatants were collected and centrifuged (1,000 × g; 5 min). hTRIM5α sensitivity of viruses produced in each transfection was evaluated in two independent experiments, once using freshly harvested culture supernatant, and once using an aliquot that had been frozen at −80°C.

### Measurement of viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α and infectivity.

The techniques used to evaluate viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α have been previously described (38, 44, 54). Briefly, U373-X4 cells expressing β-galactosidase (U373-X4-LacZ) or hTRIM5α (U373-X4-TRIM5α) were incubated in the presence of 1,000 U/ml alpha interferon (IFN-α) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 24 h to increase the expression of hTRIM5α and infected in triplicate in the presence of 2 μg/ml DEAE-dextran with serial 2-fold dilutions of culture supernatants from transfected cells. For viruses produced by recombination following transfection, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 dilutions of culture supernatant were used; for cloned recombinant viruses, aliquots of frozen culture supernatants containing nominally 20, 10, and 5 ng p24/ml were used. Luciferase activity was measured 40 h after infection as previously described. The slope (relative light units [RLU]/amount of virus) was calculated for each virus in each cell line. For all viral variants, RLU values were linearly related to the amount of virus used to infect the cells. For experiments evaluating cloned recombinant viruses, the actual p24 content of the virus preparations used to infect the cells was measured in each experiment, and these values were used to calculate slopes. The mutations introduced in CA were shown not to influence quantification of p24 (data not shown). To measure sensitivity to hTRIM5α, the results for the two cell lines were expressed as a ratio (slope in the U373-X4-LacZ cells and its inhibition in the U373-X4-TRIM5α cells) as previously described (38, 44). Before and after completion of the studies evaluating clinical samples, in both cases, U373-X4-TRIM5α, the results for the two cell lines were expressed as a ratio (slope in the U373-X4-LacZ cells and its inhibition in the U373-X4-TRIM5α cells; 5 min). hTRIM5α sensitivities of individual clones were generally quite similar to each other and similar to results obtained using bulk cultures, supporting the conclusion that results obtained for bulk samples were representative of the major viral population present in the sample.

### Generation of viral variants.

The CA sequence from one HLA-B*57:01+ patient (patient 573C; see Tables S1 and S2 in the supplemental material) carried the Q244R and G248D mutations in the T242N epitope rather than the wild-type (WT) CA sequence from this patient was used to replace the CA sequence of the lentiviral vector (InVitrogen). A clone carrying the consensus CA sequence from this patient was identified and digested with BamHI and XhoI restriction enzymes, and the segment encompassing the CA sequence was ligated into a pBluescript vector previously digested with the same enzymes, creating pB-C3. Two unique restriction sites were created in the N-terminal (SbfI) and C-terminal (Mscl) sequences of CA by introducing silent mutations through sequential site-directed mutagenesis reactions (QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit; Stratagene) performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions and using the oligonucleotides listed in Table 1. The resulting plasmid was digested with SbfI and Mscl, and the fragment containing the CA sequence from this patient was used to replace the CA sequence of NL4-3 in the previously described pBl-PNL-SbfI-Mscl plasmid (38), thereby creating pB-PNL-C3-SbfI-Mscl. This plasmid was then used to create variants in which CTL resistance mutations in the TW10 epitope were introduced. The CA sequence from this patient was used to replace the CA sequence of NL4-3 in the previously described pBl-PNL-SbfI-Mscl plasmid (38), thereby creating pB-PNL-C3-SbfI-Mscl. This plasmid was then used to create variants in which CTL resistance mutations in the TW10 epitope were introduced.

### ELISPOT assay.

IFN-γ secretion by HIV-specific CD8+ T cells was quantified ex vivo with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot assay (ELISPOT) as previously described (56) following incubation with peptides corresponding to the consensus sequence for the KIR10 epitope (KR WILGLNK), the TW10 epitope (TSTLQEQIGW), or variants of the TW10 epitope containing one or more resistance mutations. Peptides were synthesized by NeoSystem Laboratories (Strasbourg, France) and used at a final concentration of 2 μg/ml. IFN-γ spot-forming cells (SFCs) were counted with a KS-ELISPOT system (Carl Zeiss Vision, Aalen, Germany) and expressed as SFCs/106 PBMC after the background of control unstimulated cells was subtracted. Wells were considered positive if they contained at least 50 SFCs/106 PBMC and exhibited at least twice the background level.

### Table 1. Creation of viral variants by site-directed mutagenesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Modification</th>
<th>Template plasmid</th>
<th>Forward primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pB-C3-SbfI</td>
<td>Create SbfI site</td>
<td>pB-C3</td>
<td>5′CCCTATAGTACAGAACCTGCAAGGGGCAATGGTGCATCGA5′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB-C3-SbfI-Mscl</td>
<td>Create Mscl site</td>
<td>pB-C3-SbfI</td>
<td>5′GGAGGAGGTGGGGGACCAGGGCAATGGTGCATCGA5′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB-NL-C3-R</td>
<td>D248G</td>
<td>pB-NL-C3-SbfI-Mscl</td>
<td>5′GGAGGACTTACGAGAGGCCTTGAGACAAATGGTGCATCGA5′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB-NL-C3-0</td>
<td>R244Q</td>
<td>pB-NL-C3-R</td>
<td>5′CATACGAGGAACACTACTGTAACCTGGGGAACAATGTTGGG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB-NL-C3-N</td>
<td>T242N</td>
<td>pB-NL-C3-R</td>
<td>5′CATACGAGGAACACTACTGTAACCTGGGGAACAATGTTGGG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB-NL-C3-3</td>
<td>T242N</td>
<td>pB-NL-C3-R</td>
<td>5′CATACGAGGAACACTACTGTAACCTGGGGAACAATGTTGGG3′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The SbfI (CCTGCGAGG) and Mscl (TG GCCA) restriction sites or the codons modified by mutagenesis are underlined. The nucleotides modified in the target sequences are shown in bold. Only the forward primer is shown in the table; the reverse primer was the reverse complement of the forward primer.

**Note:** The table contains information about the creation of viral variants through site-directed mutagenesis using specific primers and plasmids to introduce mutations at specific sites in the viral genome. The table lists the variants created, the modifications made, and the forward primers used for each variant. The table also includes a note indicating that nucleotides modified in the target sequences are shown in bold, and only the forward primer is shown in the table; the reverse primer was the reverse complement of the forward primer.
Databases and statistical analysis. Virus subtype was determined using HIV BLAST (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/). Results are presented as means $\pm$ standard errors of the means (SEM) unless otherwise indicated. Comparisons between 2 groups were performed using the Mann-Whitney test. Comparisons between 3 or more groups were performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test or by analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. Contingency tables were analyzed using the Fisher exact test.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The sequences determined in this study were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers KC966945 to KC967000.

RESULTS

Sensitivity to hTRIM5α of viruses from HLA-B*57+/HLA-B*27+ patients. In a previous study, we found that for viruses from two individuals, mutations in CA associated with resistance to CTL targeting epitopes presented by HLA-B*57 and HLA-B*27 contributed to their increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α (38). To evaluate how frequently increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α was observed for viruses from these patients, we compared this parameter for viruses from 16 patients who did not express the HLA-B*57 or HLA-B*27 alleles associated with spontaneous control of HIV-1 replication (8) and from 40 patients who were HLA-B*57+ or HLA-B*27+ (see Table S1 in the supplemental material), including individuals whose viral load in the absence of antiretroviral therapy was <500 RNA copies/ml (HIV controllers) and those who were unable to control viral replication (viremic patients).

To perform these studies, we generated VSV-pseudotyped NL4-3-based recombinant viruses carrying CA sequences from plasma-derived viruses and expressing Renilla luciferase in the place of Nef. Recombinant viruses were collected, and their sensitivity to hTRIM5α was measured as previously described (38, 44), by determining the ratio of their infectivity in U373-X4-TRIM5y cells, in which hTRIM5α activity has been blocked by overexpression of hTRIM5y, and U373-X4-LacZ cells, which express physiological levels of hTRIM5α. Using this recombination-based approach allowed the measurement of hTRIM5α sensitivity in the majority population of circulating virions rather than in a few clones that might not be representative at the population level.

Circulating viruses from a substantial proportion of HIV-1-infected individuals demonstrated sensitivity to hTRIM5α (Fig. 1A). Viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α varied over a 6-fold range. Overall, sensitivity to hTRIM5α was significantly higher for viruses from HLA-B*57+ patients, but not HLA-B*27+ patients, than those from patients not expressing these protective HLA-B alleles ($P < 0.05$). Nevertheless, considerable overlap was observed, and viruses from patients expressing or not the protective HLA-B alleles could have low (less than 2-fold) or higher (up to 5- to 6-fold) sensitivity to hTRIM5α.

Clinical/virological parameters associated with increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α. Further evaluation identified several parameters that influenced viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α.

Footprint mutations. It is known that the CA sequence of the viruses from HLA-B*57-negative patients can contain mutations associated with escape from CTL targeting epitopes presented by HLA-B*57. These mutations are thought to have been selected during prior passage of the virus in an HLA-B*57+ individual but to have persisted as “footprints” following transmission to an HLA-B*57+ individual (57, 58). In our previous study, we found that for viruses from one HLA-B*57+ patient, increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α resulted from the presence of such HLA-B*57 footprint mutations. To evaluate whether this was a common occurrence, we identified all HLA-B*57+ patients whose viruses carried at least 2 of the following resistance/compensatory mutations selected in response to CTL targeting four immunodominant epitopes in CA presented by HLA-B*57 [epitope ISW9: A146P, I147L; epitope KF11: A163G, S165N; epitope TW10: H219Q, I223V, M228(I/L), T242N, G248A; epitope QW9: E312D [500 copies/ml, viremic; <500 copies/ml, controller]. Bars indicate medians. Statistical analysis: Mann-Whitney test (A) and Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test (B).
mutations was generally low. Thus, HLA-B*57 selective pressure at any step of viral evolutionary history appeared to be a determinant of increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α.

**HIV-1 subtype.** Most patients were infected with subtype B viruses (n = 33), but CRF02_AG (n = 17), A1 (n = 3), CRF01_AE (n = 2), and D (n = 1) subtypes were also identified (59, 60). The CA sequence of the two CRFs is derived from subtype A viruses, and therefore we compared the sensitivity to hTRIM5α of viruses carrying subtype A- and subtype B-derived CA sequences. For viruses from patients not expressing protective HLA-B alleles and that did not express HLA-B*57 footprint mutations, hTRIM5α sensitivity was low and not significantly different between the two subtypes (Fig. 2; P = 0.8 for subtypes A and B). In contrast, when viruses from HLA-B*57+ and HLA-B*27+ patients together with those carrying HLA-B*57+ footprint mutations were compared, hTRIM5α sensitivity was significantly greater for viruses carrying a CA sequence from subtype B than for those carrying a CA sequence from subtype A (P < 0.001). Similarly, hTRIM5α sensitivity was significantly greater for subtype B viruses than subtype A viruses from viremic HLA-B*57+ and HLA-B*27+ patients (P < 0.01). These findings are consistent with the possibility that the subtype B capsid is more susceptible to becoming hTRIM5α sensitive. It should be recognized, however, that 16/18 of the controllers, whose viruses were more sensitive to hTRIM5α, were infected with subtype B viruses, and this may reflect the patient population from which the controller cohort was obtained. Further studies will be required to evaluate the impact of viral subtype on hTRIM5α sensitivity.

**Viral load.** The sensitivity to hTRIM5α of viruses from controllers (all of whom were either HLA-B*57+ or HLA-B*27+) was significantly greater than that of viruses from viremic patients (P < 0.001 using the Mann-Whitney test). The sensitivity to hTRIM5α of viruses from HLA-B*57+ patients who spontaneously controlled viral replication to <500 copies/ml, but not that of viruses from viremic patients expressing this HLA-B allele, was significantly greater than that of viruses without footprint mutations from patients not expressing these protective HLA-B alleles (P < 0.001; Fig. 1B). Similarly, the hTRIM5α sensitivity of viruses from HLA-B*27+ controllers was greater than that of viruses from patients without these protective HLA-B alleles (P < 0.01). These differences remained significant when analysis was restricted to subtype B viruses. To further evaluate the relationship between viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α and viral replication, we determined the correlation between hTRIM5α sensitivity and viral load for untreated patients evaluated in our study. As shown in Fig. 3, a significant negative correlation was observed between these two parameters (Pearson r = 0.49; P < 0.001). A significant correlation was also observed when the analysis was restricted to subtype B viruses (Pearson r = 0.38; P < 0.05; n = 33). These findings indicate that sensitivity to hTRIM5α had an impact on viral replication in these patients.

**CTL resistance mutations influencing sensitivity to hTRIM5α in HLA-B*57+ patients.** Several genotypic features of viruses from HLA-B*57+ patients were identified that were associated with increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α.

**Mutations associated with escape from CTL responses directed against the HLA-B*57-restricted epitope TW10.** In initial studies, we evaluated the relationship between viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α and the presence of CTL escape mutations in HLA-B*57-restricted epitopes. Consistent with prior studies, the T242N escape mutation in the immunodominant TW10 epitope was frequent in viruses from HLA-B*57+ patients (22/26 cases) (20, 61–64) and was also present in viruses from 2/6 HLA-B*57− patients carrying HLA-B*57 footprint mutations (38, 65). The hTRIM5α sensitivity of the viruses carrying the T242N escape mutation was significantly greater than that of viruses without the mutation (P < 0.01; Fig. 4A).

Because CTL escape mutations accumulate in parallel in several HLA-B*57-restricted CA epitopes, it was important to deter-
mine if the T242N mutation contributed directly to the increased hTRIM5α sensitivity or whether this statistical difference reflected the appearance of T242N in association with other CTL escape mutations. Two lines of evidence indicated that the T242N mutation was indeed directly responsible. First, no significant correlations were observed between hTRIM5α sensitivity and the presence of common CTL escape mutations in the ISW9, KF11, or QW9 epitopes, as is illustrated for the 146P mutation associated with escape from CTL targeting the HLA-B*57-restricted ISW9 epitope (Fig. 4B). Second, for viruses from two HLA-B*57 patients with the T242N mutation, we have previously shown that reversion of the T242N mutation led to a significant reduction in hTRIM5α sensitivity (38).

Thus, T242N, the most frequently observed escape mutation occurring in CA of viruses from HLA-B*57 patients, appeared to be a major determinant of hTRIM5α sensitivity. In subtype B viruses from HLA-B*57 patients, the T242N mutation is often accompanied by the G248A mutation in the TW10 epitope (20, 61, 62). Following transmission of a virus from an HLA-B*57 individual to an HLA-B*57 individual, the T242N mutation can revert, leaving the G248A mutation as a footprint (62, 65), a genotype that was observed in viruses from 2/6 HLA-B*57 patients in our study whose viruses carried HLA-B*57 footprint mutations (Fig. 4C). Although G248A has been classified both as a CTL escape mutation (62) and a compensatory mutation (61), the forces that drive the selection of G248A have not been well defined. In patients infected with subtype B viruses, the recognition by CTL of peptides containing T242N alone and T242N and G248A was found to be quite similar (62), and G248A alone was less likely than T242N alone to provide escape from T-cell clones targeting TW10 (25). The replicative capacity of viruses expressing T242N alone and T242N and G248A have also been found to be similar, suggesting that G248A has little effect on the replicative defect resulting from T242N (61). Another possible function of the G248A mutation could be the reduction of viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α caused by the T242N mutation. Consistent with this possibility, we observed that the sensitivity to hTRIM5α was significantly lower for viruses carrying the T242N and G248A mutations than for viruses with only the T242N mutation (P < 0.05; Fig. 4C). This finding remained significant when analysis was restricted to subtype B viruses (P < 0.01).

Viruses from HLA-B*57 patients with the T242N mutation also accumulate mutations in the CypA-binding loop of capsid, and these mutations can partially correct the replicative defect that results from T242N (19, 61, 62, 65). These mutations were also observed in the HLA-B*57 patients studied here [H219Q, n = 3; I223V, n = 7; M228(L), n = 5]. No obvious relationship was observed between hTRIM5α sensitivity and the presence of individual mutations, specific combinations of these mutations, or the total number of these mutations present (Fig. 4D and data not shown), suggesting that CypA-binding loop mutations were not a

FIG 4 Viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α and the CA genotype. Viral fold sensitivity to hTRIM5α was measured as described in the Fig. 1 legend and is shown for viruses expressing the indicated genotype at Gag amino acid 242 (A), viruses expressing the indicated genotype at Gag amino acid 146 (B), viruses expressing the indicated genotypes at Gag amino acids 242 and 248 (C), and viruses expressing the indicated number of compensatory mutations [H219Q, I223V, M228(I/L)] in the cyclophilin A binding loop (D). Symbols are color coded according to the patient groups indicated in the legend and described in the Fig. 1 legend. Bars indicate medians. Statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney test (panels A and B) or analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test (panels C and D). Note that these analyses were directed at identifying mutations selected by CTL targeting HLA-B57-restricted epitopes that modify hTRIM5α sensitivity. Consequently, results for HLA-B57 patients whose viruses did not express B57 footprint mutations (red dots) were excluded from the statistical analyses.
major determinant of hTRIM5α sensitivity. However, viruses from only 4 HLA-B*57 + patients had more than one of these mutations, and further studies are required to draw definite conclusions. In this context, we previously found that reverting mutations in the CypA-binding loop did not modify hTRIM5α sensitivity of viruses carrying the T242N mutation (38).

High sensitivity to hTRIM5α is associated with low frequency of CTL escape mutations in viruses from HLA-B*27 + controllers. A highly immunodominant HLA-B*27-restricted CTL epitope is present in CA spanning Gag amino acids 263 to 272. Resistance to CTL recognizing this KK10 epitope commonly starts with the selection of the L268M mutation. Although this mutation has little fitness cost, it does not impair peptide binding to HLA-B*27 and often does not provide strong CTL escape in clonotypic assays (21, 22, 25, 66, 67). Much stronger CTL escape is provided by the R264K mutation. Because this mutation strikingly decreases sensitivity of viruses carrying the T242N mutation (38). The requirement for multiple mutations to provide CTL escape without compromising viral replicative capacity is thought to explain the often late emergence of these seemingly deleterious mutations remains undefined, and we evaluated this question for the patient in our series.

Viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α and selection of rare CTL resistance mutations. Viruses from one of the HLA-B*57 + controller patients (patient 57C3; see Table S1 in the supplemental material) carried the unusual Q244R and G248D mutations in the TW10 epitope, mutations that have previously been observed exclusively in patients with spontaneous control of HIV replication (20, 72–74). Viruses from this patient had low sensitivity to hTRIM5α, consistent with the absence of the T242N mutation. The appearance of these rare mutations is thought to foster host control of viral replication, because they can carry an increased fitness cost relative to the T242N mutation and can continue to be targeted by CTL responses (20, 74). The selective pressure that leads to the emergence of these seemingly deleterious mutations remains undefined, and we evaluated this question for the patient in our series.

A possible explanation for the emergence of such rare mutations in the TW10 epitope is that the usual T242N mutation would
not provide escape from the patient’s CTL response. This was not the case for our patient. We observed positive IFN-γ ELISPOT responses by the patient’s PBMC to the wild-type TW10 peptide but not to peptides containing the T242N mutation or T242N and G248A (Fig. 6A). In contrast, IFN-γ ELISPOT responses were stronger against the peptide carrying the Q244R and G248D mutations expressed by the patient’s virus than those to the wild-type peptide. This seemingly paradoxical finding may indicate that acquisition of the Q244R and G248D mutations initially conferred escape to a preexisting CTL response directed at the wild-type sequence, but the patient subsequently mounted an efficient secondary response targeting the mutated epitope. This phenomenon has been previously described for responses to viruses carrying only the G248D mutation. The G248D mutation can provide escape from CTL targeting the wild-type sequence (25), but following its introduction, the secondary CTL response recognizes the mutant epitope better than the wild-type sequence (20).

Another possible explanation for the emergence of these mutations is that their inhibitory effect on viral replicative capacity could be less than that produced by T242N. To test this possibility, we created a recombinant NL4-3-based virus carrying the CA sequence from the patient’s virus along with variants in which resistance mutations in the TW10 epitope were removed or added and evaluated the single-cycle infectivity of these viruses in target cells in which hTRIM5α activity had been blocked by overexpression of hTRIM5α. Viruses expressing the patient’s CA sequence, which includes the Q244R and G248D mutations in the TW10 epitope, had an infectivity in cells not expressing hTRIM5α that was <25% that of NL4-3, and removing the G248D mutation further impaired infectivity (Fig. 6B). Mutations in the TW10 epitope made a strong contribution to the low infectivity of this virus, because removing both of these mutations improved infectivity to 69% of that of NL4-3. Importantly, the infectivity of viruses carrying the T242N mutation was significantly better than that of the patient’s viruses expressing the Q244R and G248D mutations. Thus, the Q244R and G248D mutations were selected over T242N despite their greater negative impact on replicative capacity.

Since neither the efficiency of CTL resistance nor a protective effect on viral replicative capacity could explain the selection of Q244R and G248D over the T242N mutation, we considered the possibility that avoidance of sensitivity to hTRIM5α might be a driving force. Consistent with this possibility, viruses carrying the CA sequence from this patient had low sensitivity to hTRIM5α (Fig. 6C), and removing the G248D mutation or Q244R and G248D had no significant effect on this parameter, suggesting that the original virus had intrinsically low sensitivity to hTRIM5α. Inserting the T242N mutation in place of Q244R and G248D, however, led to a significant increase in hTRIM5α sensitivity, approaching values seen for the most sensitive viruses from other

FIG 6 Effect of mutations in the TW10 epitope on CTL recognition, viral infectivity, and sensitivity to hTRIM5α. (A) PBMC from patient 57C3, who spontaneously controlled viral replication, were incubated with synthetic peptides having the consensus sequence of the TW10 epitope [TSTLQEQIGW, none (WT)] or peptides containing the indicated resistance mutations, and numbers of spot-forming cells (SFC) were measured using an IFN-γ ELISPOT assay. (B) Recombinant viruses expressing Renilla luciferase in the place of Nef and carrying the CA sequence of viruses from the same patient (Q244R+G248D) and variants in which the indicated resistance mutations in the TW10 epitope had been added or removed were created. Single-cycle infectivity was measured using a luciferase-based assay after infection of U373-X4 cells in which hTRIM5α activity had been inhibited by stable overexpression of untagged hTRIM5α (U373-X4-TRIM5α). Results are expressed as a percentage of those obtained for a similar virus expressing the CA sequence of NL4-3. (C) The fold sensitivity to hTRIM5α of these viruses was also measured as described in the Fig. 1 legend. Results in panels B and C are the means ± SEM from 4 experiments performed using viruses obtained from two independent transfections. Statistical analysis was performed by analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test.
patients in this series. Thus, the selection of rare capsid mutations that carry a substantial fitness cost may be explained by the dual constraint of escaping an active CTL response while maintaining low sensitivity to hTRIM5α.

**DISCUSSION**

Among all the genetic determinants studied, the expression of HLA-B*57 and HLA-B*27 is among the parameters that are most strongly associated with a better outcome in HIV infection (8). The findings in this study suggest that pressure exerted by hTRIM5α helps explain this unusually strong protective effect. We found that the hTRIM5α sensitivity of viruses from both HLA-B*57+ and HLA-B*27+ patients who spontaneously controlled viral replication was significantly greater than that of viruses from patients not expressing these protective HLA-B alleles and observed a significant negative correlation between hTRIM5α sensitivity and viral load for the 56 HIV-infected individuals evaluated. Interestingly, the mechanisms responsible for protection differed for patients expressing HLA-B*57+ and HLA-B*27+ alleles. Viruses from HLA-B*27+ controllers were intrinsically more sensitive to hTRIM5α, presumably reflecting the context-dependent effects of polymorphisms expressed by these viruses. Multiple simultaneous mutations are needed to escape CTL pressure in HLA-B*27+ individuals, and additional mutations are likely required to reduce hTRIM5α sensitivity. Given the low levels of viral replication in these controllers, the probability of acquiring all these mutations simultaneously is low, and the virus remains effectively blocked by the combination of pressure from CTLs and TRIM5α. In contrast, for HLA-B*57+ patients, the CTL escape mutation T242N in the immunodominant TW10 epitope conferred increased hTRIM5α susceptibility to subtype B viruses and reduced the replicative capacity of the escaped viruses in hTRIM5α-expressing target cells. Viruses from some HLA-B*57+ HIV controllers introduce rare escape mutations in this epitope, but these mutations, which allow the virus to retain low hTRIM5α sensitivity, can carry a substantial fitness cost. Thus, escape from CTL pressure in individuals expressing protective HLA-B alleles may fail either because the virus is unable to select necessary resistance/compensatory mutations or must settle for suboptimal escape mutations that increase hTRIM5α sensitivity or impair viral replicative capacity.

Viruses from both HLA-B*27+ and HLA-B*57+ patients who controlled viral load to low levels had greater hTRIM5α sensitivity than those from viremic patients. In this context, two additional findings should be emphasized. First, although the T242N mutation was strongly linked to increased hTRIM5α sensitivity in viruses from HLA-B*57+ patients, our findings confirm that additional CA polymorphisms can produce this phenotype in patients expressing other alleles. Second, we found that the selective pressure exerted by hTRIM5α has the potential to impair viral replicative capacity in the absence of emergence of hTRIM5α-sensitive viruses. Miura et al. (20) previously showed that viruses from HLA-B*57+ patients who can control viral replication, but not those from viremic patients, can forego the T242N mutation and select alternative escape mutations in the TW10 epitope. These rare mutations can have several liabilities. Importantly, they often carry a substantial fitness cost (20). In addition, although mutations such as G248D do provide escape from CTL targeting the wild-type epitope, they are susceptible to targeting by secondary CTL responses directed at the mutant epitope. The combined impairment of viral replicative capacity and persisting CTL pressure is thought to promote control of viral replication in these patients. Our results explain the persistence of mutants with apparently deleterious properties by indicating that avoidance of hTRIM5α sensitivity may be the dominant pressure contributing to their emergence. For the patient studied by us, selection of the T242N mutation, rather than the Q244R and G248D mutations, would have resulted in excellent escape from CTL recognizing the TW10 epitope and would have impaired replicative capacity to a much smaller extent. However, the T242N mutation would have rendered the virus quite sensitive to hTRIM5α, and this may have favored the emergence of the alternative rare mutations. Similarly, avoidance of sensitivity to hTRIM5α could explain why viruses from some HLA-B*57+ patients do not develop resistance mutations in key epitopes despite the presence of strong CTL responses directed against these epitopes (25, 61, 75). Thus, pressure from hTRIM5α can influence viral replication even in cases where viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α, per se, is not observed.

The replicative capacity of viruses from HLA-B*27+ and HLA-B*57+ controllers was generally 3- to 5-fold higher in target cells not expressing hTRIM5α than in target cells expressing hTRIM5α. Although greater viral sensitivity to TRIM5α may be required to have a strong impact on cross-species transmission (76), studies in some simian models have shown that only modest changes in sensitivity to TRIM5α can influence both transmission and disease progression (49–52). For example, simian immunodeficiency virus SIVmac235 has been highly adapted for replication in Rhesus monkeys, and replication of this virus is inhibited by only 3- to 4-fold in cells expressing the most active allelic variants of Macaca mulatta TRIM5α and inhibited only 2-fold in cells expressing the less active allelic variants (51). Despite these small differences in TRIM5α activity, infected animals expressing the more active allelic variants were found to have significantly lower viral loads at set-point, lower depletion of central memory CD4 T cells, and a lower rate of progression to AIDS than animals expressing the less-active allelic variants. Similarly, 2- to 3-fold changes in viral replicative capacity due to drug resistance mutations or sequence variation in pol are associated with significant differences in viral load and CD4+ T cell counts (77–79). Thus, relatively small differences in viral replication, including those due to differences in TRIM5α sensitivity, appear to be clinically relevant in infected hosts.

For viruses infecting HLA-B*57+ individuals, maintaining low sensitivity to hTRIM5α does not necessarily require avoidance of the T242N mutation. We observed that some viruses carrying the T242N mutation expressed low hTRIM5α sensitivity, indicating that other polymorphisms in the CA also influence this phenotype. One such mutation identified by us is G248A in the TW10 epitope. This mutation is almost always found in association with high sensitivity and improving viral replicative capacity (38, 82) may contribute to its selection. In viruses that express both mutations, the order of appearance is usually not known, although several examples of G248A preceding T242N have been described (62, 73, 80, 81), consistent with the possibility...
that G248A may facilitate the subsequent emergence of T242N in some patients. Additional sites, including both intrasubtype and subtype-specific polymorphisms, also influenced hTRIM5α sensitivity, emphasizing the context dependence of this phenomenon. Further work will be required to comprehensively define the set of residues influencing hTRIM5α sensitivity. In this regard, Rahm et al. (83) recently identified 10 amino acids in CA under positive selection, including residues involved in CTL escape, and found that some of the minor variants showed increased sensitivity to hTRIM5α.

Finally, the extent that hTRIM5α is able to exert pressure on viral replication is likely to differ between individuals. Variation in hTRIM5α expression has been described (84), possibly reflecting polymorphisms in transcription factor-binding sites (85). In addition, overall hTRIM5α activity can be influenced by its induction by IFN-α (44, 86, 87) and the relative expression of hTRIM5α and the inhibitory hTRIM5 splicing variants (gamma, delta, iota) (88). Furthermore, several hTRIM5α allelic variants have been identified with impaired activity, including those carrying the H43Y and G249D polymorphisms, although both the effect of these polymorphisms on TRIM5α activity and the impact of expression of these variants on disease progression remain controversial (44, 83, 89–97). Interestingly, strain-specific differences in CA can also influence viral sensitivity to different TRIM5α allelic variants (44, 83). The occurrence of rare CA mutations with clearly reduced replicative capacity but low hTRIM5α sensitivity may be preferentially selected in individuals with particularly strong hTRIM5α-restricting activity. Conversely, expression of low hTRIM5α activity could explain why some patients with hTRIM5α-sensitive viruses were unable to control viral replication. Studies evaluating hTRIM5α mRNA levels in PBMC ex vivo have not found correlations with viral load in infected patients (84, 98), but further studies directly measuring hTRIM5α activity against autologous viruses in target cells from individual patients will be required to fully evaluate the variability of this parameter and its impact on replicative capacity and the evolutionary trajectory of the virus.

In conclusion, this study indicates that viral sensitivity to hTRIM5α can have an impact on the development of CTL resistance mutations in major HLA-B*57- and HLA-B*27-restricted epitopes. In order to develop resistance to CA epitopes, the virus has to adapt to a minimum of three simultaneous selective pressures mediated by CTLs, hTRIM5α, and structural CA constraints (82, 99). The evolution of the virus may follow different paths depending on the relative strengths of these three constraints, but with an outcome that will invariably tend to reduce viral replication, whether it is unable to introduce necessary resistance/compensatory mutations and remains sensitive to CTL pressure, escapes CTL pressure by introducing mutations that increase sensitivity to hTRIM5α, or escapes using alternative pathways that do not increase hTRIM5α sensitivity but carry an increased fitness cost and/or fail to provide optimal CTL escape. Taken together, these findings support the idea that pressure from hTRIM5α contributes to the control of viral replication observed in patients expressing protective HLA-B haplotypes.
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